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SCHOOL FOR SUBMARINERS

Britain’s young submariners learn their job 30 to 60 feet under the sea

In the nearest approach to real warfare of any form of training in the Royal

Navy.

This job cannot be taught properly In class-rooms or barracks, say

experienced submarine officers. So a seaman or stoker who volunteers for

duty in submarines, after a strict medical examination and a three weeks’ course

ashore, finds himself doing his part in under-water dummy attacks on a target

ship.

Only the danger of enemy counter-attack is missing. All the other

exciting moments of a submariner’s life are likely to happen to a new man.

Describing his first experience in a training submarine, an officer said:

"On my first trip, for instance, we had to dive to 60 feet to avoid a

collision which would have smashed the hull of the submarine. The ship on

which we were practising a dummy attack had altered course while our periscope

was down, and came straight for us at full speed.

"Several new recruits automatically carried out the jobs they had been

taught to do without knowing what was happening. Only the lads in the control

room and those watching the depth gauges realised that something was amiss.

"We did not need the listening apparatus to hear the ship churning over

our heads a few seconds later, as the Commanding Officer brought the submarine

on a new course.

"When the periscope broke surface again his calculations were correct.

’Fire’ came the order, and -- theoretically -- a torpedo raced straight for the

mark.”

The scene in the control room during a submerged attack is a study in light

and shade, grim expectant expressions and silence broken only by the soft orders

of the First Lieutenant, and the monotonous chant of a rating repeating the

orders into a voice-pipe. All unnecessary lighting is switched off. shining

in the gloom as they arc lit by the reflection of the sky, the Commanding

Officer’s eyes flash like those of a cat in the dark when he draws his head back

from the periscope.

Two coxswains sit on stools on the port side, all their attention concentrated
on the two bubbles in the spirit level of the depth gauges which show the way the
boat is lying in the water.

Between dummy attacks the torpedo Instructor gives demonstrations to those
men who can be spared from immediate, duty. He shows them how to work the escape
hatches, how freshwater is taken inboard, and finds out what they know about

torpedoes. Farther aft in the engine and motor rooms a Stoker petty Officer
lectures, passing on the experience of years to the young stokers.

On the surface again gunnery exercises are carried out. six gunlayers, fresh
from their qualifying course at barracks, take charge of the gun’s crew in turn.

Officers as well as ratings do training with this flotilla. The former First
Lieutenants of famous submarines have a course from the depot ship before taking
over a command of their own and returning to sea.
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